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Cone snails (genus Conus) have attracted scientific interest for the great 
neuropharmacological potential of their venoms to treat chronic pain, which consist of a 
complex mixture of peptides known as conotoxins. For discovery purposes, we have 
carried out a survey of the venom-ducts of 22 Conus species using next generation high 
throughput RNAseq (NGS). In silico analyses of these data are complicated because 
paralogous conotoxin precursors display both highly conserved, as well as hyper varied 
regions. As a result, NGS-based discovery involves an inherent trade off between fidelity 
of transcript assembly and sensitivity towards novel discovery. On the one hand, overly 
lenient assembly parameters create a few, long, but misassembled chimeric transcripts, 
which lessen the true discovery potential of NGS. On the other hand, overly stringent 
assembly parameters can mistake sequencing artifacts as novel discoveries. Moreover, 
many new conotoxins likely remain undiscovered. This fact can complicate homology-
based discovery efforts using tools such as BLAST because reference databases may lack 
homologous peptides, leading to false negative results.  
With these problems in mind, I developed a comprehensive pipeline for discovery of 
conotoxins and their modification enzymes from high throughput RNAseq data. My 
pipeline includes  (1) simulation software for benchmarking purposes, (2) a ‘partial 
extension pipeline’ that employs a novel kmerization tool called Taxonomer to rapidly 
cluster and taxonomically classify reads prior to assembly, and (3) a discovery engine 
that can identify novel conotoxins even when they lack significant homologs. 
		 iv	
Collectively, my pipeline maximizes the discovery potential of Conus RNAseq data, 
identifying on average ~ 30% more full length toxins  per sample than any other than 
approach in use today. 
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Chronic neuropathic pain 
15 of every 100 people in the United States report some form of chronic neuropathic 
pain (MITKA 2003; ALFORD et al. 2008). Chronic neuropathic pain is intractable pain 
caused by damage of peripheral or central nervous systems, which can be directly caused 
by lesions or indirectly through disease, like diabetes and shingles.  The damaged nerve 
fibers send incorrect signals to other pain centers and numerous classes of ion channels 
and receptors participate in the propagation and processing of pain signals (JULIUS AND 
BASBAUM 2001; BOULPAEP et al. 2009). 
For many patients, chronic neuropathic pain severely interferes with the quality of 
their daily lives, since poor management of the pain can cause significant social, 
psychological and financial consequences (SCHOLZ AND WOOLF 2002; BREIVIK et al. 
2006; ALFORD et al. 2008). Moreover, the presence of untreated pain can limit the 
patients participating in rehabilitation programs, which will result in reduced functional 
recovery of them (PERRET AND LUO 2009).  
Traditional chemically synthesized analgesic drugs are only marginally effective at 
best to this disease, with all kinds of side effects (STAATS et al. 2004). Because the 
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molecular targets of traditional analgesic drugs serve crucial roles in both normal 
physiology function and the pathology pain pathway, severe side effects are not 
unexpected. New drugs targeting with greater specificity for the pain pathway are highly 
desired in the treatment of chronic neuropathic pain (PERRET AND LUO 2009).  
 
 
Conus venoms are a unique resource for drug discovery 
Pharmacologists and physicians have long been interested in venomous animals 
(RASH AND HODGSON 2002; LEWIS AND GARCIA 2003; BOGIN 2005). The marine Cone 
snails are one of the largest and most venomous animal clades. Cone snails belong to the 
large genus Conus of predatory marine molluscs (~730 extant species according to 
WoRMS – accessed on 09.28.2016). Cone snails hunt a diverse range of animals, 
including fish, worms and other snails, and produce complex venom of peptide toxins, 
which are known as conotoxins or conopeptides (OLIVERA et al. 1990; TERLAU AND 
OLIVERA 2004).  
Conotoxins have attracted the attention of pharmacologists and physicians for their 
unique ability to block critical components of the nervous or muscular systems, 
especially ion channels (SHEN et al. 2000; MCINTOSH AND JONES 2001; LIVETT et al. 
2004). By utilizing the conotoxins that target receptors and ion channels in prey’s 
nervous system with remarkable potency and specificity, there is promise for drugs with 
greater efficacy and reduced off target side effects (OLIVERA et al. 1985). Because 
homologs of many of these molecular targets are also found in humans, conotoxins have 
become invaluable tools in neuroscience, for drug design, and as pharmacotherapeutics.  
One conotoxin is already an approved drug for pain	treatment, seven are in preclinical 
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and clinical trials, two are used as clinical diagnostics, one was used to co-crystallize the 
AMPA receptor, and many others serve as probes to study specific receptors and ion 
channels of our nervous system (MOTOMURA AND IWANAGA 2001; POPE AND DEER 2013; 
CHEN et al. 2014; BAKER et al. 2015).  
Previous work has shown that each of the ~730 species of cone snail produces a 
distinct set of 70-400 conotoxins with numerous and unusual posttranslational 
modifications (HU et al. 2012; BARGHI et al. 2015a; PHUONG et al. 2016). Thus, Conus 
venoms can be regarded as a unique source of mostly uncharacterized, highly specific 
compounds of tremendous pharmacological interest. Conus venoms have been 
increasingly studied over the past two decades, and conotoxins have demonstrated 
medical, translational and research values (SHEN et al. 2000; MCINTOSH AND JONES 2001; 




Traditionally, venoms were separated by assay-guided fractionation to isolate 
individual peptides. However, this approach is time intensive, and requires a large 
amount of venom, which is not always available (PRASHANTH et al. 2012). In the past 
few years, with the reduced cost of 454 Pyrosequencing and Illumina, which only require 
a moderate amount of starting material, sequencing the venom gland transcriptome has 
become an affordable and relatively quick way to fingerprint the venom profile of 
animals (HU et al. 2011; HU et al. 2012).  
Compared to Illumina platform, 454 Pyrosequencing platform has the advantage of 
producing longer reads, which can cover the entire conotoxin precursor cDNA (~300bp) 
in a single read, thus circumventing the issue of assembly. However, 454 Pyrosequencing 
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platform is limited by its relatively low sequencing quality and throughput, making it less 
suitable than the Illumina platform to comprehensively profile  highly diverse Conus 
venoms (HUSE et al. 2007; ARCHER et al. 2012). However, its relatively short read 
lengths complicate analyses (BARGHI et al. 2015a; MACRANDER et al. 2015; SCHIRMER et 
al. 2015).  
The conotoxin sequences themselves are a big part of the challenge. Conotoxins are 
translated from mRNA as peptide precursors, which can be readily divided into three 
distinct regions: (1) an N-terminal signal sequence for targeting to the endoplasmic 
reticulum; (2) an intermediate propeptide region that has been suggested to play a role in 
secretion, posttranslational modification and folding; and (3) a single copy of the mature 
toxin region at the C terminus (BANDYOPADHYAY et al. 1998; CONTICELLO et al. 2003; 
BUCZEK et al. 2004). Conotoxins that belong to the same toxin superfamily share a highly 
conserved signal, sequence but the mature toxin region is hyper variable, with the 
exception of a conserved cysteine framework (BUCZEK et al. 2005). The conotoxin 
sequence pattern can be seen in Figure 1.1. 
Subtle variations in the sequences of mature toxins often confer important changes in 
target specificity and potency; these subtle variations also complicate venom discovery 
and characterization efforts (ELLISON et al. 2003; SAFAVI-HEMAMI et al. 2011; HU et al. 
2012). The challenge is how to confidently assemble paralogous conotoxins using reads, 
as a single amino acid substitution may define to pharmacologically distinct species. In 
such cases, even today’s best practice assembly approaches often fail (Figure 1.2). 
Similar problems have been reported by groups attempting to assemble anemone venoms 
and human CDR3 genes (MACRANDER et al. 2015; LI et al. 2016). Therefore, conotoxin 
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researchers are not the only ones facing these difficulties. Thus, a solution to this problem 




Conotoxins have attracted more and more scientific interest because of their medical, 
translational and research value (SHEN et al. 2000; MCINTOSH AND JONES 2001; LIVETT 
et al. 2004; PERRET AND LUO 2009; POPE AND DEER 2013; BAKER et al. 2015). Now next 
generation RNAseq (NGS) enables conotoxin discovery at  speeds and scale never before 
possible. However, NGS-based approaches for conotoxin discovery are far from perfect 
(HU et al. 2011; HU et al. 2012; BARGHI et al. 2015b; SCHIRMER et al. 2015).  Thus, for 
my dissertation, I developed a comprehensive pipeline for conotoxin discovery using  
Illumina NGS data. The comprehensive pipeline includes a simulation pipeline for 
benchmarking and discovery of optimal parameter settings (Chapter 2), a partial 
extension pipeline to extend the truncated conotoxin transcripts to full length (Chapter 2) 
and a discovery pipeline to discover the potential novel conotoxins that have no known 
homologs identifiable with tools such as BLAST (Chapter 4).  
In Chapter 3, I explain how I have repurposed my partial extension pipeline for 
identification of novel conotoxin modification enzymes (conotoxin specific protein 
disulfide isomerase).  My dissertation demonstrates the power of this discovery pipeline 
and documents its discoveries. 
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Figure 1.1. The sequence motifs of conotoxins. The sequence pattern of conotoxins 
showed three distinct regions. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Misassembled chimeric conotoxin transcript. Current standard RNAseq 

















Next generation RNA sequencing makes possible comprehensive expression 
profiling, but faithfully reconstructing complete transcripts from such massive data 
remains difficult, especially for transcripts with both highly conserved and hyper variable 
regions, such as paralogous conotoxin precursors. Here, I describe a simulation pipeline 
designed to discover optimal parameters for conotoxin assembly, and a partial extension 
pipeline designed to extend partially assembled transcripts to their full lengths. By using 
these two pipelines, I demonstrate marked improvements in sensitivity and specificity 




Next generation RNA now provides cost-effective means for investigating the 
transcriptomes of organisms and tissue types (BIROL et al. 2009; TRAPNELL et al. 2010). 
Ideally, these data would allow us to identify all expressed transcripts and (following 
assembly) to extract full length, even  multiple alternatively spliced isoforms by assembly 
(GUTTMAN et al. 2010). Reality proves more difficult. 
The RNAseq reads are assembled into transcripts using short read transcript assembly 
programs. A number of assembly programs are available. Trinity is commonly used to 
assemble transcriptomes when investigating venom composition (GRABHERR et al. 2011; 
HE et al. 2013; HARGREAVES et al. 2014), because it tends to perform well compared to 
other tools (YANG AND SMITH 2013). 
Standard Trinity assembly uses a single kmer with size fixed at 25 base pairs (bp). 
Trinity first builds linear contigs using a greedy extension algorithm, starting from the 
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most abundant kmer. Then Trinity groups overlapping contigs into connected 
components, and constructs a de Bruijn graph for each component. It then maps reads to 
the graphs, simplifies and corrects the graphs according to mapped reads, and extracts 
likely isoforms for each component (GRABHERR et al. 2011). 
However, no tool is perfect. And no one set of parameters works optimally for every 
class of transcript of the dataset. This is especially true for Conus venom transcripts, 
which have both highly conserved and hyper variable regions. This makes de novo 
reconstruction and parsing of gene copies extremely difficult. This problem is further 
compounded when paralogous toxin genes are expressed at low frequencies. These 
phenomena notoriously produce chimeric truncated conotoxin transcripts (VIJAY et al. 
2013; LIGHTEN et al. 2014).  
NGS-based transcriptome mining involves an inherent trade off between the fidelity 
of transcript assembly and sensitivity for novel discovery. On the one hand, overly 
lenient assembly parameters create a few, long, but misassembled chimeric transcripts.. 
(MORAN et al. 2008; SABOURAULT et al. 2009; KOZLOV AND GRISHIN 2011; NICOSIA et 
al. 2013; YANG AND SMITH 2013). On the other hand, overly stringent assembly 
parameters can mistake sequencing errors  for novel discoveries (MACRANDER et al. 
2015).  
Previous studies have developed ad hoc postassembly filtering approaches to 
minimize assembly chimeras and maximize total gene coverage (YANG AND SMITH 
2013). Still other studies have tried to recover the hidden transcripts by aligning raw 
reads back to the candidate transcripts after assembly (MACRANDER et al. 2015). 
However, no study to date has ever attempted to discover and optimize assembly 
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parameters for Conotoxin discovery   
Here, we present a simulation pipeline to optimize conotoxin transcripts assembly by 
simulating and testing a number of different assembly parameters. Moreover, conotoxin 
assembly is further optimized by using the partial extension pipeline, which employs a 
novel kmerization tool called Taxonomer, which can very rapidly cluster and 
taxonomically classify reads prior to assembly, enabling targeted and precise micro 
reassembly for truncated transcripts (FLYGARE et al. 2016). This method can be 
generalized to customize RNAseq assembly for any application. Our method is 
implemented in Perl as a complete transcriptome assembly package under the name 
ConusPipe.  It is available from https://github.com/Yandell-Lab/ConusPipe.   
 
 
Materials and methods 
Our transcriptome assembly package proceeds by first using its simulation pipeline to 
simulate and test a number of different assembly parameters to discover best practice 
assembly parameters for the target transcripts (here, a set of reference conotoxin 
transcripts are our targets). Next, RNAseq reads from real data are assembled with 
Trinity using the best practice assembly parameters, and all the conotoxin transcripts are 
pulled out. The partial extension pipeline is then used to extend the truncated conotoxin 
transcripts to full length by doing targeted local reassembly for each truncated one 
(Figure 2.1). 
The simulation pipeline first simulates RNAseq reads from targeted transcripts (here, 
we use the manually curated Conus bullatus venom transcriptome as the gold standard 
reference). Next, the pipeline modifies a series of Trinity assembly parameters, and for 
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each modification, the pipeline launches Trinity to do a separate assembly with simulated 
RNAseq reads.  Then the pipeline uses BLAST to search each new assembly dataset and 
the gold standard reference transcripts against each other, and identifies a reciprocal best 
hit (RBH) for each reference transcript. The accuracy (the average of sensitivity and 
specificity) is then calculated for each new Trinity assembly dataset based upon the 
numbers and completeness of the RBHs recovered. These parameters are then used to 
assemble the new Trinity assembly dataset, and so on until a set of parameters is 
identified that has the highest accuracy. These are defined as the best practice parameters 
for the target transcripts (Figure 2.2).    
The partial extension pipeline first employs Taxonomer to kmerize truncated 
conotoxin transcripts and RNAseq reads from sequence data and find the shared kmers 
between truncated transcripts and RNAseq reads (FLYGARE et al. 2016). Next, the 
RNAseq reads that have shared kmers with truncated transcripts are mapped back to the 
truncated transcripts.  Then the pipeline does targeted local reassembly for each truncated 
transcript with additional reads recovered by kmer matching. In this way, the truncated 
transcripts are extended to full length in targeted local reassembly (Figure 2.3). After 
partial extension, all the putative full-length conotoxins are combined into one file and 
the pipeline removes the redundant conotoxins. 
For benchmarking,  simNGS (v1.6)(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/goldman-srv/simNGS/) was 
used to simulate strand-specific paired end RNAseq reads from the manually curated 
Conus bullatus venom transcriptome with a mean fragment length of 220 nt and various 
read abundances (SAFAVI-HEMAMI et al. 2016b). Paired end RNAseq data from two 
biological replicates of C. andremenezi,  a single replicate of C. praecellens and a single 
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replicate of C. geographus were generated by Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform (Table 2.1) 
(Li et al. submitted to Genome Biology and Evolution).  Simulated and real RNAseq 
reads were assembled using standard Trinity settings, best practice Trinity settings and 
best practice Trinity settings plus partial extension pipeline, respectively, to compare the 
three approaches.    
 
 
                                                     Results 
I compared the performance of our assembly package - best practice Trinity settings 
plus partial extension pipeline with standard Trinity settings and best practice Trinity 




For the simulation study, a dataset of strand specific paired end RNAseq reads with 
various read lengths and abundances were simulated from the manually curated Conus 
bullatus venom transcriptome using simNGS (v1.6)(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/goldman-
srv/simNGS/) (SAFAVI-HEMAMI et al. 2016b). The read lengths and abundances were 
simulated according to RNAseq data for Conus. The main measures of performance were 
sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity was defined as the fraction of correctly 
reconstructed reference transcripts (TP) over the number of reference transcripts that 
were either correctly reconstructed (TP) or had no RBH pair (FN). Specificity was 
defined as the fraction of correctly reconstructed reference transcripts (TP) over the sum 
of number of reference transcripts that were correctly reconstructed  (TP) and number of 
assembled transcripts that completely missed the rbh pair (FP).  
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Our method – the combination of simulation pipeline and partial extension pipeline –  
exhibited both higher sensitivity and specificity than the other two methods – standard 
assembly or applying simulation pipeline alone, with all read abundances (Figure 2.4, 
2.5). Our method has an average sensitivity of 93.5% and specificity of 72.2% across all 
read abundances, while the standard assembly method only has average sensitivity of 
62.5% and specificity of 57.7%. Interesting increased sequence coverage depth did not 
necessarily guarantee higher assembly specificity using standard assembly parameters.. 




I benchmarked the performance of my pipeline on real data, using paired end 
RNAseq data from two biological replicates of C. andremenezi,  a single replicate of C. 
praecellens and a single replicate of C. geographus;  all  four datasets were generated 
using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. Importantly, these datasets represent different 
Conus species, library construction protocols and sequencing depths. As there is no gold 
standard transcriptome reference for real data, all assembled conotoxin transcripts were 
annotated using NCBI-BLASTX against a combined ConoServer and UniProtKB 
database and then manually checked and confirmed by conotoxin experts (KAAS et al. 
2012). 
My method found more verified full-length conotoxin transcripts both in absolute 
numbers and relative to the total number of predicted transcripts for each Conus species, 





                                                 Discussion 
I have devised an approach that improves RNAseq short read assembly for highly 
similar sequences. Compared to previous studies, which only attempted to minimize 
assembly chimeras by postassembly filtering or recover hidden transcripts by post-
assembly aligning, mine is the first tool for optimizing assembly parameters to minimize 
chimeras and maximize discovery yields. Mine operates by simulating and testing a 
number of different assembly parameters and uses Taxonomer to rapidly cluster and 
taxonomically classify reads prior to assembly, enabling targeted and precise micro 
reassembly for truncated transcripts.  
Discovering the best practice assembly parameters took 72 hours on 30 CPU cores to 
for a 58,612nt venom transcriptome (6.5 million simulated paired end reads), and 96 
hours on 30 CPU cores to run partial extension pipeline to extend the truncated 
transcripts to full length. For simulated data, my approach outperformed the current 
standard RNAseq. For real data benchmarking, my approach found more verified full 
length conotoxin transcripts both in absolute numbers and relative to the total number of 
predicted transcripts. My approach is a significant advance for t de novo conotoxin 
assembly with short reads, and therefore has great pharmacological discovery potential, it 
also has the strong potential to improve the quality and quantity of data mining any 
transcriptome. My pipeline has been employed in several Conus projects and has led to 
novel discoveries and publications, such as hormone-like peptides, venom insulin and 
species-specific conotoxin diversity (ROBINSON et al. 2015; SAFAVI-HEMAMI et al. 2015; 
SAFAVI-HEMAMI et al. 2016b). Moreover, I have also used the partial extension pipeline 
for discovery of conotoxin-specific protein disulfide isomerases (csPDI) (SAFAVI-
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HEMAMI et al. 2016a). Crucially, the functionally distinct isoforms of this novel enzyme 
family were invisible using current standard transcriptome assembly methods. I describe 
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Table 2.1 RNAseq data sets used for the benchmarking 











C. pracellens 76,907,910 101 
 
 
Table 2.2 Benchmark assembly results using real data. Simulation plus partial extension 
pipeline find 30% more full length conotoxins than current standard assembly methods 














C.andremenezi 95 103 129 
C.andremenezi
2 
85 88 108 
C. geographus 80 84 105 











Figure 2.1. Simulation and partial extension pipeline. Illustrations of how simulation and 
partial extension pipeline improve conotoxin assembly. 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Simulation pipeline. A simulation pipeline discovers the best practice 










Figure 2.3. Partial extension pipeline. My partial extension pipeline uses kmers to aid 














Figure 2.4. Sensitivity plot. The combination of simulation pipeline and partial extension 





Figure 2.5. Specificity plot. The combination of simulation pipeline and partial extension 
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Formation of correct disulfide bonds in the endoplasmic reticulum
is a crucial step for folding proteins destined for secretion. Protein
disulfide isomerases (PDIs) play a central role in this process. We
report a previously unidentified, hypervariable family of PDIs that
represents the most diverse gene family of oxidoreductases de-
scribed in a single genus to date. These enzymes are highly
expressed specifically in the venom glands of predatory cone snails,
animals that synthesize a remarkably diverse set of cysteine-rich pep-
tide toxins (conotoxins). Enzymes in this PDI family, termed conotoxin-
specific PDIs, significantly and differentially accelerate the kinetics
of disulfide-bond formation of several conotoxins. Our results are
consistent with a unique biological scenario associated with protein
folding: The diversification of a family of foldases can be correlated
with the rapid evolution of an unprecedented diversity of disulfide-
rich structural domains expressed by venomous marine snails in the
superfamily Conoidea.
protein disulfide isomerase | peptide folding | gene expansion |
cone snail venom | conotoxins
Formation of correct disulfide bonds is essential for thestructural stability and functional integrity of many secreted
proteins and peptides, such as protease inhibitors, hormones,
antimicrobial peptides, and toxins from venoms. Recent ad-
vances in nucleotide and protein sequencing have revealed that
toxins from marine snails in the superfamily Conoidea, such as
cone snails (Conus), comprise a remarkable diversity of cysteine-
rich polypeptides (1, 2). Toxin expression and folding takes place
in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) of venom gland cells, where,
at any given time, hundreds of distinct cysteine-rich peptides are
properly folded and secreted in preparation for envenomation
(3, 4). No other tissue type has been reported to produce such a
high density and diversity of cysteine-rich peptides. Although a
fraction of these peptides contain domains that are widely dis-
tributed in the animal and plant kingdom [e.g., the inhibitor cysteine
knot (5), kunitz-type domains (6), and the insulin/relaxin-like fold
(7)], the majority represent unique structural domains, expressed
only in conoidean venoms. How these structural scaffolds are effi-
ciently folded in the venom gland is not well understood, but it is
clear that ER-resident helper proteins must be involved. For ex-
ample, members of the well-characterized O superfamily of con-
otoxins contain six cysteine residues that can form three disulfide
bonds. Despite the fact that these peptides could potentially adopt
15 different disulfide-bonded scaffolds, only one native fold is
commonly found in cone snail venom (8). Conversely, in vitro
folding of these toxins commonly results in low folding yields, as
well as accumulation of misfolded or aggregated products (8),
highlighting the need for a better understanding of the molecular
processes guiding in vivo disulfide-bond formation.
Several common ER-resident foldases—including peptidyl prolyl
cis–trans isomerase (PPI) (9), and protein disulfide isomerase (PDI)
(10)—have been shown to assist in the oxidative folding of con-
otoxins. Whether specialized adaptations in the venom gland
oxidative folding machinery have evolved to enable the folding
of such a remarkably diverse set of cysteine-rich peptides has
not been addressed.
Here, a systematic interrogation of 17 cone snail venom gland
transcriptomes led to the identification and subsequent charac-
terization of a large, previously undescribed PDI gene family that
likely plays a critical role in the folding of conotoxins. Compar-
ative sequence analysis revealed that this gene family arose by
gene duplication and positive selection, complementing the rapid
evolution of conotoxin-encoding genes. Thus, the evolution of
the conotoxin-specific PDI (csPDI) family can be regarded as a
key adaptation for the high-throughput production of cysteine-
rich venom peptides.
Results
New PDI Sequence from Conus geographus Defines the First Member
of a Diverse Gene Family. Analyses of the published venom gland
transcriptome of Conus geographus (1) identified a sequence
resembling other known cone snail PDIs (e.g., ∼96% identity to
PDI from Conus marmoreus), but also revealed the presence of
an additional related sequence sharing only ∼67% identity to
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PDI from other cone snail species (Fig. 1). This previously unde-
scribed sequence represented, to our knowledge, the first member
of the csPDI gene family. Like canonical PDI, csPDI consists of
four thioredoxin-like domains: an a and a′ domain containing the
active site CGHC motif and noncatalytic b and b′ domain. Further
transcriptome mining identified two variants of csPDI in the tran-
scriptome dataset. Reverse-transcription PCR, cloning, and Sanger
sequencing of C. geographus venom gland cDNA confirmed these
variants and led to the identification of two additional csPDI se-
quences, previously undetected in the RNA sequencing (RNA-
Seq) dataset.
Thus, a total of five distinct csPDI sequences that share 87–
97% identity with each other and 61–65% identity with canonical
PDI were retrieved (SI Appendix, Table S1). Notably, several of the
variable amino acid residues were located between the conserved
cysteine residues in the active-site motif (CXXC). These amino
acids are known to affect the redox state of PDI and therefore the
ability of the enzyme to form, reduce, and isomerize disulfide bonds
in client proteins (11). Although canonical PDI in other organisms,
including C. geographus, contains a glycine followed by histidine
(CGHC), C. geographus csPDIs have a diverse set of residues in
both catalytic domains: CGAC and CDAC in the a domain and
CGLC and CEFC in the a′ domain (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). How
these changes may affect the oxidoreductase activity of these
enzymes, especially in respect to conotoxin folding, is discussed
further below.
csPDIs Are Hypervariable and Ubiquitously Expressed in the Venom
Gland of Cone Snails. To determine whether csPDIs are expressed in
the venom glands of other cone snail species, the venom gland
transcriptomes of 15 additional cone snails were obtained. The
published transcriptome of Conus victoriae (2) was also examined,
and a close relative, Conus textile, was examined by RT-PCR (see SI
Appendix, Table S2, for all species used in this study). All species
examined were found to express csPDIs, demonstrating the im-
portance and wide distribution of this protein family in the genus
Conus. Sequences shared between 76.2% and 98.2% identify, with
no exact matches even between very closely related species (e.g.,
Conus praecellens and Conus andremenezi).
Unlike the sequence diversity observed for C. geographus
csPDIs, only one sequence per species was retrieved from as-
sembled datasets, suggesting that C. geographus csPDIs were
exceptionally diverse or that the true diversity of csPDI se-
quences was being missed using standard RNA-Seq assembly
protocols. To better investigate the diversity of csPDIs, we applied a
recently developed tool for next-generation sequencing read clas-
sification called Taxonomer (ref. 12; see SI Appendix, SI Materials
and Methods for more details). Taxonomer specifically identified all
RNA-Seq reads derived from the csPDI gene family before data
assembly, thus enabling faster and more accurate assemblies of
highly similar sequences. Taxonomer identified an average of 2.6
csPDI sequences per species, confirming the expansion of the csPDI
family in cone snails. In total, 43 unique full-length and 4 partial
csPDI sequences were identified from 18 species. Applying the
same methodology, only one canonical PDI was identified per
species with the exception of Conus textile, which expressed two
distinct variants of PDI, a finding that has been reported (13).
Phylogenetic analysis clearly resolved the PDI and csPDI gene
families and revealed that these enzymes have evolved by duplica-
tion from an ancestral gene (Fig. 2, black arrow). csPDI sequences
resolved into two groups that correlate with the “primitive” and
“complex” group of cone snails, previously described based on
mitochondrial phylogenetics (14). However, within these groups,
csPDI sequences from the same species do not group together,
Fig. 1. Identification of a previously unidentified PDI sequence (csPDI) in the venom gland of C. geographus (GenBank accession no. KT874567). Multiple
sequence alignment with canonical PDI from the same species (GenBank accession no. KT874559) and three additional species [C. betulinus (ADZ76593),
C. marmoreus (ABF48564), and C. eburneus (ADZ76591)] identifies regions of divergence between csPDI and PDIs (white, 100% identity; light gray, 99–80%
identity; dark gray, 80–60% identity; black: <60% identity). The alignment was performed in Geneious by using the Blosum62 similarity option for coloring
(Version 8.1.3). csPDI and PDI sequences share 65–66% identity. Thioredoxin domain organization is depicted above the sequences and was predicted by using
known boundaries for human PDI (31). Signal sequences (gray bar above sequence) were predicted by using InterProScan (32). The C terminus containing ER-
retention motifs is also depicted with a gray bar. Active site CGHC motifs are boxed.
3228 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1525790113 Safavi-Hemami et al.
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suggesting that the evolution of csPDIs is more closely tied to
molecular function than phylogenetic relationships.
Similar to observations made for C. geographus, several csPDI
sequences contained unusual variations in the active-site motifs.
The most prominent difference was the replacement of a histidine
for alanine in the a domain, a motif that was found in 13 of 18
species. Phylogenetic analysis suggested that this mutation
evolved several times within the csPDI family (Fig. 2). Additional
variations included CGIC in the a domain and CAHC and
CEKC in the a′ domain. Two partial sequences retrieved from
the C. victoriae transcriptome (2) contained CEFC and CRPC
variations in the a′ domain. Hereafter, the two amino acids lo-
cated between the active-site cysteines will be provided as su-
perscript letters—e.g., csPDIGA/GH, where the first two letters
(GA) represent residues found in the a domain and the last two
(GH) residues in the a′ domain of the enzyme. BLAST searches
could not retrieve a gene resembling the csPDI family from any
other organism in the NCBI nonredundant protein and nucleo-
tide collection, suggesting that the csPDI family specifically
evolved in the genus Conus. Several other members of the PDI
family were identified in transcriptome datasets (e.g., PDIA3 and
PDIA5). Comparative phylogenetic analysis of these and Conus
PDIs and csPDIs illustrated that the csPDIs are more closely
related to PDI than to other PDI family members (SI Appendix,
Fig. S2).
PDI and csPDIs Are Highly Expressed in the Conus Venom Gland and
Among the Most Abundant Proteins. Analysis of transcriptomic
data highlighted that PDI and csPDIs are highly expressed in the
venom glands of all cone snail species, ranging from 0.03% to
0.27% of all sequenced reads. Expression ratios for csPDI/PDI
ranged from 0.4 to 2.2 (mean ratio: 1.2), demonstrating that the
csPDI family has similar expression values to PDI (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3). Furthermore, csPDIs are preferentially expressed in the
venom gland with very low expression levels in other tissues, as
determined by quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) and RNA-
Seq analysis on the foot, venom bulb (a venom “pump” located
at the inner end of the venom gland), esophagus, nerve ring,
salivary gland, and venom gland of C. geographus and C. rolani,
supporting a specialized role of the csPDI family in conotoxin
folding (SI Appendix, Fig. S4; the esophagus and nerve ring were
not available for C. rolani).
To investigate relative abundances of these proteins in the
venom gland, the published proteome of C. geographus was revisited
(15). Separation of venom gland proteins by 2D gel electrophoresis
resolved two distinct gel areas that were identified as different
isoforms of PDI in the original study (15). Reanalysis of mass
spectrometric data by using a proteogenomic strategy revealed that
these areas correspond to PDI and csPDIs (Fig. 3). Migration
patterns are consistent with differences in the predicted isoelectric
point (pI) for PDI (pI: 4.6) and members of the csPDI family
(pI: 4.8–5.0).
Although gel analysis could not resolve individual csPDI mem-
bers, matching of tryptic peptides obtained by mass spectrometry to
csPDI sequences identified between one and nine unique peptides
corresponding to each csPDI sequence (Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig.
S5). This finding strongly suggests that all C. geographus csPDI
variants are translated into functional proteins.
The intensity of gel spots identified as PDI and csPDIs high-
lights that these enzymes are clearly among the most abundant
soluble proteins present in the venom gland of C. geographus
(Fig. 3).
csPDI Family Is Rapidly Evolving with High Sequence Variability at
Functionally Important Sites. Several distinct csPDI sequences
were identified for each cone snail species. This diversification
suggests that the csPDI family is expanding and subject to strong
positive selection. Additionally, comparative sequence align-
ments and phylogenetic analyses suggested that the genetic
variability was higher for members of the csPDI gene family than
for PDI-encoding genes. Evolutionary pressures can be quanti-
fied by the rates of substitutions at silent sites (dS), which are
presumed neutral, relative to the rate of substitutions at non-
silent sites (dN), which possibly experience selection. To in-
vestigate whether the csPDI family contained sites that expe-
rience high positive selection rates, the mixed effects model of
Fig. 2. Phylogenetic analysis of full-length PDI and
csPDI protein sequences supports the presence of two
gene families originating from an ancestral gene du-
plication event (black arrow, posterior probability: 1).
Diversity and genetic variance for the csPDI family are
apparent by more than one distinct csPDI sequence
per species and long branch lengths, respectively. Two
groups (the primitive and complex groups) resolved
within the csPDI branch and correlate with molecular
phylogenetics analyses (14). Amino acids of the active
site motif are provided for sequences with divergent
active sites. Arrows indicate C. geographus sequences
selected for subsequent functional characterization.
Bayesian tree was constructed using MrBayes (Version
3.2.2; ref. 33) with two runs each of four Markov
chains sampling every 200 generations. The log-like-
lihood score stabilized after 1,100,000 generations.
The consensus tree was calculated after omitting the
first 25% of the samples as burn-in.











evolution (MEME) implemented in datamonkey (16) was used.
MEME analysis revealed a total of 12 and 35 sites (P < 0.1), with
positive selection for PDI and csPDI families, respectively,
demonstrating that the csPDI family experiences higher selection
rates than PDI. Interestingly, for the PDI family, episodes of
positive selection were absent in the b′ domain, a domain known
to be important for substrate binding (17), whereas the csPDI
family displayed 13 positive selection events in this domain (SI
Appendix, Fig. S6). To graphically illustrate protein sequence vari-
ation for PDIs and csPDIs, a sequence variation score was gener-
ated based on multiple sequence alignments for the two enzyme
families (see SI Appendix: a sequence logo representation for the
two multiple sequence alignments compared with the sequence of
human PDI is provided in SI Appendix, Fig. S7). This score was
subsequently converted into a red-white color range, where darker
color represents more sequence variation, and mapped onto the
crystal structure of full-length human PDI (18) (Fig. 4 A and B).
Modeling revealed that PDIs and csPDIs show widely distributed
sequence variations in the a and b domains. Notably, the PDIs show
only very moderate variation in the b′ and a′ domains, compared
with csPDIs. This difference is most pronounced for the b′ domain,
where by far most residues are strictly conserved among PDIs, but
vary considerably in the csPDIs (Fig. 4C). This finding is consistent
with the MEME analysis as discussed above. In human PDI, the b′
domain harbors a hydrophobic patch known to bind substrates di-
rectly (17). In addition, we noticed that two equivalent positions in
the a and a′ domains, located two residues C-terminal of the second
cysteine of the CXXC active-site motif, show high sequence varia-
tion that is restricted to the csPDIs (arrows in Fig. 4B). Overall,
csPDIs show higher sequence variation compared with the PDIs on
key positions implicated in substrate binding and found at or in
close proximity to the active site of both redox active domains.
C. geographus csPDIs Have Distinct Effects on the Folding Kinetics of
Conotoxin Substrates. To determine whether csPDIs can assist in
the folding of conotoxins, two csPDI family members from
C. geographus containing the two most widely distributed active
site motifs (csPDIGH/GH and csPDIGA/GH) were expressed for
oxidative folding studies (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). PDI was ana-
lyzed for comparison. Three O-superfamily conotoxins contain-
ing six cysteine residues were selected for oxidative folding
studies based on their distinct folding characteristics (Fig. 5).
Omega-GVIA, from the venom of C. geographus, folds rapidly
with very little misfolded byproducts (19). PDI and both csPDIs
significantly accelerated the folding of ω-GVIA compared with
no-enzyme control reactions (half-time t1/2 for accumulation of
native product: 42.7 min). Folding was fastest in the presence of
csPDIGH/GH (7.1 min) followed by csPDIGA/GH (8.7 min) and
PDI (19.4 min) (Fig. 5A). The folding of μ-SmIIIA, a peptide
with faster folding kinetics than ω-GVIA (20), was significantly
accelerated only in the presence of csPDIGH/GH and csPDIGA/GH
(Fig. 5B). PDI had no significant effect. Most remarkably, when
the recombinant enzymes were tested on δ-PVIA, a member of
the delta conotoxin family that is characterized by very slow
in vitro folding kinetics (21), folding was accelerated by a factor
of ∼32 in the presence of csPDIGH/GH (t1/2 = 9.7 min) compared
with no-enzyme controls (t1/2 = 315.8 min; Fig. 5C). PDI was
slightly less efficient (t1/2 = 20.6 min) followed by csPDIGA/GH
Fig. 3. Analysis of the venom gland proteome of C. geographus shows high
abundances for PDI and csPDIs as determined by 2D gel electrophoresis and
subsequent mass spectrometric protein identification. Data deposited in the
original study (15) were revisited and examined for mass spectrometric peptide
hits that matched PDI and csPDI sequences obtained in the present study. Gel
spots identified as PDI and csPDIs are depicted and correlate with predicted mo-
lecular weights (MW) and isoelectric points (pI). The number of total and unique
peptide matches obtained for PDI and different members of the csPDI family are
provided (score > 99 using Protein Pilot; Version 3.0; AB SCIEX). Sequences and
position of matched peptides onto the full-length sequences are provided in SI
Appendix, Fig. S5. Reproduced from ref. 15, copyright the American Society for
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.
Fig. 4. (A and B) Sequence variation in cone snail PDIs (A) and csPDIs (B) mapped onto a representation of the crystal structure of full-length human PDI
(Protein Data Bank ID code 4EKZ). Multiple sequence alignments of PDIs and csPDIs were used to assign a variation score for each position in the alignment.
This score was then converted to a red–white color range, where darker color indicates higher sequence variation. Heavy atoms of active-site cysteines are
depicted as space-filling models (gray, C; yellow, S). The four thioredoxin-like domains are indicated, and arrows point to the +2 position C-terminal of the
CXXC motifs in the a and a′ domains of the csPDIs, which shows sequence variation only in this group of enzymes and not in the PDIs (see text for details).
(C) Residues of the hydrophobic patch of the b′ domain are shown as stick models. Sequence variation is apparent in all but two of these residues (arrows).
3230 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1525790113 Safavi-Hemami et al.
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(t1/2 = 33.5 min). Together, folding studies demonstrate that csPDIs
are highly efficient in accelerating conotoxin folding and have dis-
tinct effects on the kinetics of disulfide-bond formation.
Discussion
Key evolutionary events can induce a rapid expansion and di-
versification of gene families to promote fitness and survival. An
example is the parasitic liver fluke Fasciola hepatica. Cathepsin
peptidases are important for the migration of the parasite thorough
host tissue. The cathepsins in F. hepatica have greatly expanded and
diverged to formmultigenic families (22). These presumably play an
important role at the host–parasite interface. The vast expansion of
cathepsins was suggested to contribute to the high evolutionary
potential of F. hepatica for infecting novel hosts and adapting to
changes in the environment (22).
Similar observations have been made for venomous cone
snails, in which a rapid expansion of multigene toxin families has
facilitated exceptional rates of species diversification (14, 23).
The molecular mechanisms behind the accelerated evolution of
conotoxin-encoding genes are not fully understood, but high
rates of gene duplication and positive selection have been re-
peatedly proposed (24, 25). Conotoxins are disulfide-rich pep-
tides that highly selectively target a specific receptor or ion
channel expressed in the nervous system of their prey, predators,
or competitors. A conotoxin gene duplication could lead to ad-
vantageous neofunctionalization in one of the copies, which
might act directly at the predator–prey interface, for which
positive selection could be extremely high (26).
Here, we report on the expansion of a gene family involved in
oxidative folding, a crucial step in conotoxin biosynthesis. Phy-
logenetic analysis revealed that this gene family evolved by gene
duplication of an ancestral PDI gene. In humans, PDI is highly
abundant and expressed in nearly all tissues types, where it serves
in the formation, reduction, and isomerization of disulfide bonds
(27). To date, no viable PDI knockout mouse has been reported
demonstrating a crucial role of this enzyme in survival (28). The
initial duplication of the PDI gene presumably allowed neo-
functionalizations of the new PDI gene copy in the Conus venom
gland, while maintaining the fundamental enzymatic properties
of canonical PDI. As suggested by the presence of multiple
csPDI variants in almost all cone snail species examined, the
initial generation of the csPDI gene was followed by additional
duplication events accompanied by high mutation rates that
resulted in further gene specializations. Thus, csPDI expansion
and diversification complemented the evolution of their con-
otoxin substrates, implying a rapidly changing need for oxidative
folding of newly evolved disulfide-rich structural domains. A
specialized function of the csPDIs in conotoxin folding is further
supported by the finding that csPDIs are found in relatively very
high abundance in the venom gland compared with other tissues
(SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
Despite thousands of different conotoxin sequences, only a lim-
ited number of disulfide scaffolds are found in vivo, a phenomenon
that has been referred to as the conotoxin folding puzzle (8).
Conotoxins that significantly differ in their amino acid sequence
efficiently adopt the same structural fold. However, in vitro, even
toxins that contain the same cysteine framework often display an
array of different folding properties and commonly adopt nonnative
structures (8). To our knowledge, the csPDI family provides the first
insight into addressing this biological conundrum. By guiding the
folding of conotoxins into their native structural fold, csPDIs may
eliminate the effects of extensive sequence variations observed in
these peptide substrates.
Variation within the csPDI family is specifically found in regions
that play an important role for enzyme activity and substrate
binding. The greatest diversity was observed in C. geographus: Four
Fig. 5. Oxidative folding of conotoxin substrates in the presence of PDI and two
members of the csPDI family from C. geographus. Sequences of the three con-
otoxin substrates tested are shown with their names, molecular targets, and
disulfide connectivities. Amino acids: Z, pyroglutamate; O, hydroxyproline; *C-
terminal amidation. (A and B) Folding assays for ω-GVIA (A) and μ-SmIIIA (B) were
carried out at room temperature in the absence and presence of 2 μMenzyme in
100 mM Tris·HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA, 0.4 mM reduced glutathione, and 0.2 mM
oxidized glutathione. (C) Folding of δ-PVIA was performed at 4 °C and in the
presence of 1% Tween-20. Reactions were initiated by adding 20 μM reduced
toxin, quenched at different time points with formic acid (final 10% vol/vol), and
analyzed by reverse-phase chromatography on a C18 column. Chromatograms of
reactions without enzyme (black), with PDI (green), and with csPDIGH/GH (blue)
are shown in A1, B1, and C1, respectively. The area under the curve was de-
termined for the native, fully folded toxin and plotted against the reaction time
(A2, B2, and C2). Half-time for the appearance of folded toxins (95% confidence
values) was calculated in Prism (Version 6.0e; GraphPad) and is shown in A3,
B3, and C3. Reactions that were significantly different from no-enzyme
controls are indicated. *P < 0.01 (unpaired t test with Welch’s correction).













of the five csPDI enzymes had mutations in the two amino acids
located between the active-site cysteine residues (CXXC) of the a
and a′ domain. Comparative alignment of all csPDI sequences
further detected a conspicuous sequence variation on the +2 posi-
tion C-terminal of the CXXC active-site motif in both a and a′
domains. We are not aware of any systematic investigation of the
potential functional consequence of mutating residues at this posi-
tion in redox-active thioredoxin-like domains. Still, the close prox-
imity to the active site could well indicate an influence of the residue
at this position in modulating the active-site reduction potential and
thereby the redox activity of the given enzyme. If so, the csPDIs
could use sequence variation at this position to modulate their re-
dox activity to assist the folding of specific conotoxins. In contrast,
the active site motif of canonical PDI was conserved in all species,
pointing to a more constrained role of this enzyme.
Analysis of position-specific sequence variations demonstrated
that the b′ domain showed pronounced variation in the csPDIs,
but remains highly conserved for PDI (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix,
Fig. S7). In human PDI, a hydrophobic patch in b′ is important
for domain–domain interactions between b′ and a′ and for
binding substrates directly (29–31). This hydrophobic patch is
clearly conserved in the Conus PDIs. Notably, many of the res-
idues of the hydrophobic patch show sequence variation in the
csPDIs (Fig. 4C). Despite sequence variation, the hydrophobic
nature of this patch is kept intact in the csPDIs. Thus, we
speculate that this region is also involved in substrate binding in
csPDIs, but may have evolved to accommodate a more diverse
set of substrate peptides.
Functional characterization was carried out with two csPDI
variants from C. geographus that had active site motifs found in
almost all other cone snail species: csPDIGH/GH and csPDIGA/GH.
Oxidative folding assays using several conotoxin substrates
confirmed that these enzymes are highly efficient in accelerating
conotoxin folding and showed distinct effects on the kinetics of
disulfide bond formation compared with PDI.
In conclusion, the discovery and subsequent characterization
of the csPDI gene family represents an evolutionary showcase for
the dynamic interplay between enzymes and their hypervariable
substrates and provide important insight into the complex fold-
ing machinery evolved in conoidean venoms.
Materials and Methods
Detailed material and methods are provided in SI Appendix, SI Materials and
Methods. Briefly, transcriptomes were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq in-
strument, assembled by using Trinity software, and annotated by BLASTx.
Additional csPDI sequence variants were discovered by using the recently
developed software tool Taxonomer. Sequences were confirmed from sev-
eral species by RT-PCR. The 2D gel electrophoresis coupled with mass spec-
trometric analysis confirmed the presence of PDI and csPDIs in the venom
gland of C. geographus. qPCR and RNA-Seq on different cone snail tissues
demonstrated high expression levels of the csPDI family in the venom gland.
Recombinant C. geographus enzymes were expressed in Escherichia coli and
purified by metal affinity and size-exclusion chromatography. Oxidative
folding studies were carried out by using Fmoc synthesized linear con-
otoxins. Folding reactions were analyzed by reverse-phase chromatography.
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SI Material and Methods  
 
Transcriptome sequencing and RT-PCR. Total RNA was isolated from venom ducts using the 
TRIzol® Reagent (Life Technologies Corporation) or RNAEasy kit (Qiagen) following the 
manufacturers’ instructions. The transcriptomes of 16 species (see Table S1) were sequenced on 
an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform (Sanger/Illumina1.9 reads, 101 bp paired-end) at Cofactor 
Genomics (St. Louis MO, USA). RNAseq data were de novo assembled using Trinity (1) and 
annotated using BLASTx. Additionally, the published venom gland transcriptomes of C. 
geographus (2), C. tribblei (3)and C. victoriae (4) were interrogated for PDI and csPDI 
sequences. Based on sequences identified in the assembled C. geographus dataset 
oligonucleotides were designed to confirm sequences for C. geographus, C. bullatus and Co. 
bocki and obtain additional sequences for C. textile, a species for which no transcriptome data 
was available. First strand cDNA was generated using SMARTscribe reverse transcriptase 
(Clontech) following the manufacturer’s protocol. RT-PCR was performed using the Clontech 
Advantage 2 PCR Kit with the following oligonucleotide sequences (5’-3’): PDI Sense: 
AATCTCTCCCACGAGTTACATAG; PDI Antisense: AAGAACACAAGTGCAGTCAGAC; 
csPDI Sense: TACCTTTCGGCTGTTGTCTCT; csPDI Antisense: 
AACACAAGATGAAACTGAATTATGT. PCR was carried out for 25 cycles at an annealing 
temperature of 55 °C. To avoid the formation of heteroduplexes, amplicons were diluted 1:5 and 
subjected to three additional PCR cycles in the presence of fresh buffer, dNTPs, oligonucleotides 
and polymerase. PCR amplicons were gel-purified (Qiagen gel purification kit), cloned into the 
pGEM-T Easy Vector (Promega) and transformed into E. coli (DH10B strain). Plasmids were 
purified (DNA extraction kit, Viogene-Biotek Corporation) and either sequenced at the 
University of Utah Microarray and Genomic Analysis Core Facility or the Beckman Coulter 
Genomics Facility using Sanger DNA sequencing. A total of 20-100 plasmids were sequenced 
per species. For C. geographus and C. bullatus, purified PCR amplicons were further subjected 
to Illumina sequencing. Briefly, libraries were prepared using the TruSeq DNA HT Sample Prep 
Kit (Illumina) and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform (150 cycle, paired-end sequencing) 







by RT-PCR were submitted to GenBank under the accession number provided in Table S3. All 
PDI and csPDI sequences obtained in this study are provided in File S1.   
 
RNASeq and quantitative real-time PCR on different cone snail tissues 
Several different tissues (foot, venom bulb, oesophagus, nerve ring, salivary gland and venom 
gland) were dissected from two specimens of C. geographus. Total RNA was extracted using the 
Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep Plus (Zymo Research) following the manufacturer’s instruction. An 
on-column DNAse treatment step was included during RNA purification. Total RNA integrity, 
quantity and purity were determined on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). 300 ng per 
tissue of RNA was reverse transcribed using the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System 
(Invitrogen) with a 1:1 mixture of random hexamers and oligo-dT primers. Quantitative real-time 
PCR (qPCR) was performed on a CFX96 instrument (Bio-Rad) with an initial enzyme activation 
step of 30 sec at 95°C followed by 40 cycles of denaturing (5 sec at 95°C) and 
annealing/extension (10 sec at 54°C). Melt curve analysis was performed after completion of the 
run to ensure single amplicon formation. Reactions were carried out in SsoFast EvaGreen 
supermix (Bio-Rad) with a cDNA template concentration of 18 ng. Oligonucleotides were 
designed based on a unique region in the csPDI transcript that allowed for the amplification of all 
csPDI family members but not PDI (Sense: TTACGCACCATGGTGTGG, Antisense: 
GCCACTGATGAAGAATTTG). Thioredoxin-Related Transmembrane Protein 1 (TMX1, 
Sense: GTCACAGAGAGTCCAGGACTT, Antisense: CTGCAGAGAGTTAGGATGGAT) and 
mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase (Sense: TAATGCACCATGTCTGCAAG, Antisense: 
CCTGCCTGGTACTTGCTGTT) were used for normalization.  All tissues with the exception of 
the nerve ring, that did not provide sufficient RNA yields for qPCR, were analyzed. Reactions 
were run in duplicate and data was analyzed using the CFX Manager software (Bio-Rad).  
In addition to qPCR analysis, different tissues from one specimen of C. geographus (foot, venom 
bulb, oesophagus, nerve ring, salivary gland and venom gland) and C. rolani (foot, venom bulb, 
salivary gland and venom gland) were subjected to next-generation RNASeq. Libraries were 
prepared using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Sample Prep with poly(A) selection (Illumina) and 
sequenced on a HiSeq instrument (Illumina, 125 Cycle Paired-End) at the University of Utah 
Microarray and Genomic Analysis Core Facility. Reads were mapped onto the open reading 
frame of PDI and csPDIs using Geneious (version 8.1.3, default medium sensitivity setting) and 








Identification of additional csPDI variants by Taxonomer. RT-PCR sequencing and 
transcriptome data obtained by 454 pyrosequencing revealed several variants of csPDI per 
species. However, only one csPDI sequence could be retrieved from Illumina read datasets 
suggesting that the true diversity of csPDI was being missed during the assembly of short reads. 
In order to identify all csPDIs sequences a bioinformatics pipeline that was recently developed 
for the ultrafast discovery of pathogens in clinical next-generation sequencing datasets was 
applied (5). Briefly, a reference database was generated by extracting all PDI and csPDI 
sequences from assembled RNASeq files. Sequences obtained by RT-PCR were also added. The 
following 4-level database hierarchy was used: PDI and csPDI were categorized as different 
members of the PDI superfamily. All PDIs/csPDIs from different species were further 
categorized as isoforms of the same gene family. RNAseq reads from each species were 
individually run through this database and classified by k-mer matching (21-mer). Each raw read 
with a k-mer matching to either PDI or csPDI was assigned to the best-match level in the 
reference database. Read ties were reported and Taxonomer outputs were parsed to classify reads 
to the end of the taxonomy tree: the individual PDI/csPDI isoform. By pre-filtering only reads 
derived from PDI and csPDI sequences from the RNASeq dataset this approach enabled micro-
assemblies of complete, high fidelity PDI/csPDI transcripts. Transcripts were de novo assembled 
using Trinity (1) and annotated using BLASTX. The specificity of this approach was verified by 
comparing assembled contigs to sequences obtained by RT-PCR (for C. geographus) and by re-
mapping of all reads to de novo assembled contigs.  
 
Analysis of expression levels. To calculate expression levels for PDI and csPDIs from the 
different transcriptome datasets raw reads were mapped onto the open reading frame of each 
sequence using Geneious (version 8.1.3, custom sensitivity setting: no gaps allowed, maximum 
mismatch per read 5%, maximum ambiguity 1). Expression ratios for PDI over csPDIs were 
calculated by dividing the average number of reads per PDI per species by the average number of 
reads per csPDI per species. Total expression values for PDI and csPDIs were expressed as the 
average number of reads divided by the total number of reads obtained per transcriptome.  
 
Determining protein abundance of PDI and csPDI in the venom gland of C. geographus.  To 







geographus was revisited (6). Briefly, as outlined in the previous study (6) proteins were 
extracted from the venom gland of C. geographus and separated by two-dimensional gel 
electrophoresis (2DGE). Gel spots were excised and subjected to in-gel tryptic digestion 
followed by MS/MS sequencing on an TripleTOF 5600 mass spectrometer (AB SCIEX). 
Proteins were identified using Protein Pilot MS/MS data were searched against the in-house cone 
snail database using Protein Pilot software (version 3.0, AB SCIEX). Peptide matches for 
proteins identified as PDI in the original study (score >99) were re-analyzed here by mapping all 
non-redundant peptide sequences onto the C. geographus PDI and csPDI sequences using 
Geneious (version 8.1.3).  
 
Analysis of evolutionary rates. Codon sites experiencing episodes of positive selection were 
determined using the mixed effects model of evolution (MEME) implemented in datamonkey (7) 
which is based on calculating rates of non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions (dN/dS). 
This measure is most meaningful for distantly diverged sequences rather than within the same 
population (8). Thus, only the most highly expressed PDI and csPDI sequence was taken from 
each species. Codon-based sequence alignments were generated in Geneious (version 8.1.3) and 
uploaded into the datamonkey analysis tool for MEME analysis (7). 
 
Position-specific variation scores. To illustrate sequence variations within the csPDI and PDI 
families their sequences were aligned using the muscle program (9) using standard settings. 
Subsequently, each position was assigned a variation score based on the entropy of the amino 
acid distribution at that location:      , where  is the normalized frequency 
of observing amino acid . The entropy  is measured in bits, with 0 as its mininum value (only 
one type of amino acid occurs at this position), and 4.32 as its maximum value (all amino acid 
types are equally probable). For the structure color annotation in Fig. 4, the same procedure was 
used but including the sequence of the PDB entry 4EKZ (full-length human PDI in the reduced 
form, (10)) in the alignment as a reference sequence. The resulting variation scores were mapped 
to a red-white color range, using only those columns in the alignment for which the reference 
sequence had a non-gap entry. 
 
Cloning, expression and purification of C. geographus PDI and csPDIs. Four C. geographus 







site motifs. PDI was expressed for comparison. Enzymes lacking the N-terminal signal 
sequences were cloned into the pET22b+ expression vector (Novagen). Briefly, transcripts were 
PCR-amplified from pGEM-T Easy plasmids obtained by RT-PCR and cloning as described 
above and ligated into pET22b+ using the NdeI (5’) and XhoI (3’) restriction sites (New England 
Biolabs). The constructs, containing a C-terminal 6x His-tag, were transformed into E. coli 
(Rosetta strain, Novagen) by heat treatment. For expression of recombinant proteins, LB broth 
containing 100 μg/mL ampicillin was inoculated with overnight cultures and incubated at 37°C 
with shaking until the A600 spectrophotometric reading was ~ 0.6. Expression was induced by 
adding 0.1 mM Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside followed by incubation for 3 h at 25°C 
with shaking. Bacteria were harvested and resuspended in native lysis buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 
300 mM NaCl and 10 mM imidazole, pH 8.0) containing 1x SigmaFAST protease inhibitor 
cocktail (EDTA-free, Sigma). Bacterial cells were lysed by probe-tip sonication. Cellular debris 
and insoluble protein were pelleted by centrifugation at 20,000 x g for 20 min and the 
supernatants were used for subsequent protein purifications. Recombinant proteins were purified 
on nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid resin (Thermo Scientific) using the gravity-flow purification 
method. Protein lysates were loaded onto the resin in native lysis buffer (NB: 300 mM KCl, 50 
mM KH2PO4, pH 8.0) and nonspecifically bound proteins were removed with NB containing 5 
mM imidazole followed by a second wash with NB containing 15 mM imidazole. His-tagged 
fusion-proteins were eluted with 250 mM imidazole in NB. Further purification and buffer 
exchange into 10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8 was accomplished by size exclusion 
chromatography (Superdex 75, HiLoad 16/60, GE Healthcare) at 1 mL/min. The purified 
recombinant proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Protein concentrations were determined 
spectrophotometrically using the proteins’ molar absorption coefficients. Recombinant proteins 
were concentrated using AMICON Ultra centrifugal filter devices (cut-off 30 kDa, Millipore) 
and stored at -80ºC.  
 
Peptide synthesis. Based on their well-characterized folding properties, three conotoxins were 
selected for oxidative folding studies: ω-GVIA originally isolated from the venom of C. 
geographus, μ-SmIIIA isolated from the venom of C. stercusmuscarum and δ-PVIA, isolated 
from C. purpurascens. Peptide resins were obtained from the peptide synthesis core facility at 
the University of Utah, UT, USA. Peptides were cleaved from the resin by treatment with 







h and 5.5 h for ω-GVIA, μ-SmIIIA and δ-PVIA, respectively. The peptides were subsequently 
filtered, precipitated and washed with cold methyl tert-butyl ether. Linear peptides were purified 
by RP-HPLC on a semi-preparative C18 column (Vydac, 5µm particle size, 10 mm x 250 mm, 
Grace) using a linear gradient from 5 to 50% buffer B (90% ACN/0.1%TFA) over 45 min. 
Buffer A was 0.1% TFA/water. Absorbance was monitored at 220 nm and 280 nm. 
Concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically using the peptides’ molar absorption 
coefficient at 280 nm. Correctly folded peptides were obtained from the peptide synthesis facility 
at the Salk Institute, CA, USA.  
 
Oxidative folding studies. Oxidative folding reactions were carried out in 0.1 M Tris (pH 7.5), 1 
mM EDTA, 0.4 mM GSH, 0.2 mM GSSG at room temperature with the exception of δ-PVIA 
which was folded at 4°C in the presence of 1% Tween-20. Reactions were pre-incubated with or 
without 2 μM recombinant enzyme for 30 min. Folding was initiated by adding 20 μM reduced 
synthetic toxin. Aliquots were taken at various time points and reactions were quenched by 
acidification with formic acid to a final concentration of 10%. Folding reactions were analyzed 
by RP-HPLC on a C18 column (Vydac, 5 µm particle size, 4.6 mm x 250 mm, Grace) using the 
following gradients: For ω-GVIA the gradient was 10-35% buffer B (90% ACN/0.1% TFA) 
over 30 min. Buffer A was 0.1% TFA/water. For μ-SmIIIA the gradient was 5-40% buffer B 
over 20 min and for δ-PVIA the gradient was 25-65% buffer B over 50 min. Native peptides 
were distinguished from linear forms based on characteristic elution profiles (11-13), by 
comparing the elution profiles to native standard peptides and by mass spectrometric (MS) 
analyses of manually collected reversed-phase fractions (MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer, 
positive reflector mode, Voyager, AB SCIEX). To determine the kinetics of the reaction, the area 
under the curve was calculated for the fully folded peptide and plotted against the folding time 
(n=2 for each time point, mean ± STDEV). Half-times for the appearance of folded peptides 
were calculated in Prism (GraphPad) using nonlinear regression (curve fit) analysis. Values were 
plotted with their 95% confidence intervals. Statistical analysis was performed using two-tailed 









Supporting Tables and Figures 
 
 
Table S1. Identity matrix for translated protein sequences of PDI and csPDIs sequenced from the 
venom gland of C.geographus. Values were calculated using Geneious (version 8.1.3).  
 
% Identity csPDIGH/GH csPDI GA/GH csPDI GA/GH 2 csPDIGA/GL csPDI DA/EF PDIGH/GH 
csPDIGH/GH  89 91 88 87 65 
csPDIGA/GH 89  96 97 93 62 
csPDI GA/GH 2 91 96  96 91 63 
csPDIGA/GL 88 97 96  91 62 
csPDI DA/EF 87 93 91 91  61 





Table S2. Species examined in this study 
 
 
Species Name Subgenus Source data Prey Type  
C.geographus Gastridium Illumina; 454 sequencing Fish 
  published: (2); RT-PCR  
C.bullatus Textilia Illumina; RT-PCR Fish 
C.bocki Asprella Illumina, RT-PCR Fish 
C.victoriae Cylinder 454 sequencing, published: (4) Snail 
C.textile Cylinder  RT-PCR Snail 
C.marmoreus Conus Illumina Snail 
C.tessulatus Tesselliconus Illumina Worm 
C.eburneus Tesselliconus Illumina Worm 
C.tribblei Splinoconus Illumina; 454 sequencing Worm 
  published: (3)  
C.praecellens Turriconus Illumina Worm 
C.andremenezi Turriconus Illumina Worm 
C.varius Strategoconus Illumina Worm 
C.generalis Strategoconus Illumina Worm 
C.planorbis Strategoconus Illumina Worm 
C.imperialis Stephanoconus Illumina Worm 
C.pulicarius Puncticulis Illumina Worm 
C.distans Fraterconus Illumina Worm 









Table S3. GenBank Accession numbers for sequences obtained by RT-PCR. All sequences obtained in 
this study are provided in Supporting File 1. 
 
Species Name Accession Number 
Conus geographus PDI GH/GH KT874559 
Conus geographus csPDI GH/GH KT874567 
Conus geographus csPDI GA/GH KT874564 
Conus geographus csPDI GA/GH variant 2 KT874565 
Conus geographus csPDI GA/GL KT874566 
Conus geographus csPDI DA/EF KT874563 
Conus bullatus PDI GH/GH KT874562 
Conus bullatus csPDI GH/GH KT874571 
Conus bullatus csPDI GH/GH variant 2 KT874572 
Conus bullatus csPDI GH/GH variant 3 KT874573 
Conus bullatus csPDI GH/GH variant 4 KT874574 
Conus textile PDI GH/GH KT874560 
Conus textile PDI GH/GH variant 2 KT874561 
Conus textile csPDI GH/GH KT874569 
Conus textile csPDI GH/GH variant 2 KT874570 











Fig. S1. Diversity of csPDI sequences in Conus geographus. Sequence alignment identifies regions of 
divergence (white: 100% similarity, light gray: 100-80% identity, dark gray: 80-60% identity, black: 
less than 60% identity). The alignment was performed in Geneious using the Blosum62 similarity 
option for coloring (version 8.1.3). Sequences share 87-97% identity. Sequence logo (generated in 
Geneious) and domains are shown above the alignment (domain boundaries were predicted based on 
human PDI (14)). The C-terminal tail containing ER-retention motitfs are also depicted with a gray 








Fig. S2. Phylogenetic analysis of different members of the PDI gene family (TMX1, PDI A3, PDI A5, 
PDI A6, PDI and csPDI) from cone snails, the mollusc Aplysia californica and human resolves the PDI 
and csPDI family and illustrates close relatedness of the two families when compared to other 
members of the PDI protein family. Trees were reconstructed using Neighbour-joining analyses 
(Genetic Distance Model: Jukes-Cantor, number of replicates: 100, Outgroup: Human TMX1) using 












Fig. S3. Relative expression levels of PDI and csPDI in various cone snail venom glands. Bars 
represent expression ratios of the average read counts (csPDI reads divided by PDI reads for each 
species). Percentages of PDI and csPDI reads relative to the total number of reads obtained for each 
species are provided at the bottom and top of bars, respectively. Total read counts for individual 
transcriptomes ranged from ~21-98 million reads per species. Read counts for PDI and members of the 
csPDI family were obtained by mapping total reads onto the open reading frame of a particular 
sequence using Geneious software (version 8.1.3). Data from Conus victoriae was excluded because 











Fig. S4. Expression analysis of csPDIs in different cone snail tissues by (A) quantitative real-time PCR 
(qPCR) and (B1-B3) RNASeq analysis. qPCR performed on different tissue types from two specimens 
of C. geographus (n=2 specimens) demonstrated high expression levels of csPDI in the venom gland 
(colored in red) compared to all other tissues tested (gray). VG: venom gland, SG: salivary gland, OE: 
oesophagus, BU: venom bulb, FT: foot, NR: nerve ring.  qPCR was performed on a CFX96 instrument 
(Bio-Rad) and analyzed in CFX Manager software (Bio-Rad) using TMX1 and mitochondrial NADH 
dehydrogenase for normalization. Each sample was run in duplicate and plotted values represent 
normalized mean expression levels ± SEM. csPDI expression in the venom gland of C. geographus 
was between 80 - 930 times higher in the venom gland when compared to other tissues. High 
expression levels of csPDI in the venom gland were also demonstrated by RNASeq analysis of 
different tissues from C. geographus and C. rolani (B1). Plotted values represent reads per million 
total reads (RMTR) obtained for each RNASeq dataset. Expression levels of PDI were also elevated in 
the venom gland (B2). However, PDI expression was also high in other tissues when compared to 
csPDI expression. This is demonstrated in B3; RMTR values of csPDI were normalized against PDI 
for each tissue tested. For example, RMTR values of csPDI were only 8% of values obtained for 









Fig. S5. Mass spectrometric (MS) identification of peptides belonging to PDI and csPDIs from the 
venom gland of Conus geographus. As described in the original study (6) gel spots shown in Fig. 3 
were excised and subjected to in-gel tryptic digestion followed by MS analysis on a 5600 TripleTOF 
mass spectrometer (5600 AB SCIEX). Data was analyzed in Protein Pilot software (version 3.0, AB 
SCIEX) using the C. geographus transcriptome database for protein/peptide identification. Here, 
peptide sequences identified in the original study were mapped against PDI and members of the csPDI 
family. Peptide matches are shown in black. Unique peptide matches are shown in red. Sequences for 











Fig. S6. Analysis of sites undergoing episodic positive selection as performed by MEME implemented 
in datamonkey (7). Position of sites experiencing positive selection are shown as red arrows above 
sequence alignments for PDIs (A) and csPDIs (B). A total of 12 and 35 sites (p <0.1) were identified 
for PDIs and csPDIs, respectively. Multiple sequence alignments were generated in Geneious (version 
8.1.3) with the Blosum62 similarity option for coloring (white: 100% identity, light gray: 100-80% 
identity, dark gray: 80-60% identity, black: less than 60% identity). Schematics of the sequence 
identity between aligned sequences are provided in purple above the alignment (areas of low or no 
identify are shown in yellow and red, respectively. Domain architectures are depicted above 









Fig. S7. A logo plot of the csPDI sequence alignment (top row) compared to the corresponding PDI 
alignment (middle row), and the human PDI sequence (Uniprot entry P07237) as reference (bottom 
row). The alignment was obtained using the muscle program with standard settings (9). Residues of the 
hydrophobic, substrate-binding patch mapped in human PDI are boxed, and the “+2 positions” C-










Fig. S8. Recombinant expression of PDI and two members of the csPDI family from Conus 
geographus. A. Two csPDI members were selected for recombinant expression. PDI was expressed for 
comparison. All proteins had the characteristic domain architecture of the PDI gene family 
(schematic). B. SDS-PAGE gel analysis of purified PDI and csPDIs from C. geographus used for 
functional assays. His-tagged fusion proteins were purified by metal affinity and size exclusion 
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Mining next generation RNA sequencing data for discovery purposes is especially 
difficult for two classes of transcripts: those that evolve very rapidly and hence are poorly 
conserved; and those that belong to large, highly conserved gene families for which 
identification of new members is complicated by their similarity to known members. 
Conotoxins present both challenges. In Chapter 3, I described how I have used my 
pipeline to identify new members of highly paralogous gene families (e.g, protein 
disulfide isomerases, or csPDIs) Here, I describe how I have created a novel search tool 
for identifying highly divergent conotoxins using a logistic regression model based upon 





There are about 730 species in the genus of Conus, many with unusual life histories, 
and their venoms are largely uncharacterized (PUILLANDRE et al. 2014; OLIVERA et al. 
2015). It is estimated that each Conus species produces ~100-200 distinct venom peptides 
with almost no overlap in repertoire between different species (OLIVERA 2002). Despite 
the tremendous drug discovery potential in Conus venoms, only ~ 1400 nucleotide 
sequences of conotoxin genes have been reported from 100 Conus species by traditional 
approaches over the past decades (KAAS et al. 2008; KAAS et al. 2010). Traditional 
methods like peptide isolation and sequencing are time consuming, of low sensitivity and 
limited by sample availability. In contrast, high throughput sequencing can achieve 
greater sequencing depth and larger coverage of the transcriptome while it only requires a 
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moderate amount of the sample (PRASHANTH et al. 2012). Recent studies on the venom 
duct transcriptome of several Conus species, using next generation sequencing 
technologies (NGS), have discovered ~100 conotoxin genes per Conus species (HU et al. 
2011; HU et al. 2012; LLUISMA et al. 2012; TERRAT et al. 2012; DUTERTRE et al. 2014; 
BARGHI et al. 2015; HIMAYA et al. 2015; LAVERGNE et al. 2015).  
Conotoxins can be classified into different gene superfamilies based on their signal 
peptide sequence (BUCZEK et al. 2005). As of 2014, 30-40 conotoxin gene superfamilies 
had been identified (ROBINSON AND NORTON 2014). After NGS sequencing and de novo 
transcriptome assembly, candidate conotoxin genes are usually predicted into different 
superfamilies by BLASTX search and HMMER analysis against a local reference 
database of known conotoxins from the ConoServer databases, including ConoPrec, 
ConoDictor and Conosorter (KAAS et al. 2008; KOUA et al. 2012; LAVERGNE et al. 2013; 
WHEELER AND EDDY 2013). However, this approach to conotoxin discovery has an 
obvious pitfall: it only discovers the conotoxin genes with statistically significant 
similarity to sequences in the current reference database. The short lengths and rapid 
evolution (OLIVERA 2006) of conotoxins and paucity of known references maske them 
difficult targets for alignment-based and hidden Markov Models (HMM)-based 
approaches (Figure 4.1). Given these facts, it is very likely that many novel conotoxins, 
even entire superfamilies, may still await discovery. 
Conotoxin transcripts have three prominent characters: (1) an N-terminal signal 
sequence for targeting to the endoplasmic reticulum; (2) a cysteine-rich mature toxin 
region at the C terminus; (3) and they are short (180-360 nt) compared to the >500 nt 
average typical for remainder of the Conus transcriptome) (BANDYOPADHYAY et al. 1998; 
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CONTICELLO et al. 2003; BUCZEK et al. 2004).  
In response to these facts, I implemented the logistic regression model (COX 1958). 
and used it in my discovery pipeline. The model uses the three prominent characteristics 
of conotoxins described above (short length, high-cysteine content and presence of a 
secretion signal) to predict the probability that transcript in a Conus transcriptome with 
no discernable homology by BLAST or HMM to any member of the Conus reference 
database may in fact be a conotoxin. In cross validation experiments using known 
conotoxin and nonconotoxin sequences, my method had high specificity (97.5%) and 
sensitivity (97.8%). When applied to real RNAseq data from 22 Conus species, the 
pipeline discovered 47 new potential conotoxin superfamilies. My method is 
implemented in Perl as a complete conotoxin discovery package under the name 
ConusPipe at  https://github.com/Yandell-Lab/ConusPipe.   
 
 
Materials and methods 
Our conotoxin discovery package proceeds by first using known conotoxin sequences 
(from ConoServer databases plus all the manually curated conotoxins identified in this 
and previous studies) together with all nonconotoxin Conus transcripts as training 
datasets to build the logistic regression model. Formula 4.1 shows a generic logistic 
regression model. pi stands for probability of succeed, and the log odds of succeed is the 
responsible  variable. X stands for different explanatory variables.  𝛼  and 𝛽	stand for 
model parameters.  Next, Conus transcripts from 22 Conus species, which are not present 
in the current reference database (a combined ConoServer and UniProtKB database plus 
all the manually curated conotoxins identified in this and previous studies) are used as 
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input data to run the built logistic regression model to predict the probability of a certain 
input transcript to be conotoxin. Cross validation with training data is then used to 
evaluate the model and make a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve to find 
out the cutoff probability with highest sensitivity and specificity (FAWCETT 2006). Then 
the input transcripts with predicted probability greater than the cut off probability are 
output by the pipeline and manually checked and confirmed by conotoxin experts to be 
putative new conotoxins.  
 
log '()*'( 									= 						𝛼 +			𝛽)𝑋.) 									+ 				𝛽/𝑋./ 			+ 								𝛽0𝑋.0 
 
Logistic regression is a special type of regression where binary response variable is 
related to a number of explanatory variables using a logit function. The explanatory 
variables can be either discrete or continuous (COX 1958). I used the training set of 
conotoxin sequences to define the distributions of three explanatory variables: signal 
sequence, cysteine percentage and overall sequence length (4.2). The discovery pipeline 
first runs signalP on a training dataset (5243 known conotoxin/nonconotoxin sequences) 
to get the signalP D score for each known sequence (PETERSEN et al. 2011). This is 
explanatory variable 1. Next, the pipeline parses each known sequence to get the cysteine 
percentage and sequence length, explanatory variables 2 and 3, respectively. Using these 
data, I trained a logistic regression model using the R logit regression package (TEAM 
2013). The coefficients of the explanatory variables (the betas in formula 4.1) are 
estimated via minimizing the cost function for the logistic regression model via stochastic 




significance of each regression coefficient is assessed by computing the Wald statistic 
and the significance of the overall model is assessed by the difference between the 
residual deviance for the model with predictors and the null model (MENARD 2002; 
ALLISON 2014). All the coefficients of explanatory variables and overall model fit are 
significant, thus all three were included in the final model.  
 
 
Cross validation  
5243 known conotoxin sequences (from ConoServer databases plus all the manually 
curated conotoxins identified in this and previous studies) and 5243 nonconotoxin Conus 
transcripts were first split into 10 equal subsets, and then sequentially resampled so that 
one decile was used as the test set, and the other were combined as the training set.  The 
logistic regression model was trained with training set and evaluated with a test set in 10 
iterations. The average results of the 10 iterations was reported. 
For each iteration, all the coefficients of explanatory variables and overall model fit 
are significant. The specificity and sensitivity of conotoxin prediction under different 
probability cut offs were calculated, and a ROC curve was plotted using the true positive 
rate against the false positive rate for the different predicted probability cut points. In this 
way, the probability cut point with highest specificity and sensitivity was discovered.  
 
 
Applying to real data to discover new conotoxin superfamilies 
Paired end RNAseq data from 22 Conus species were generated by Illumina HiSeq 
2000 platform (Table 4.1). RNAseq reads were assembled using best practice Trinity 
settings from the simulation pipeline (Chapter 2), annotated with BLASTX against our 
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improved reference dataset, and all the Conus transcripts which do not have homologs in 
the current reference database (as judged by BLAST E < 1e-4) were recovered and 
translated in all 6 frames.   These peptide sequences were then used as the input dataset 
for the logistic regression model to predict their probability of being conotoxin. The 
pipeline output all input transcripts, which have a predicted probability greater than the 
optimal probability cut off defined by ROC curve (134 putative conotoxins). Then the 
output sequences were manually checked and confirmed as conotoxins by two 
internationally recognized experts for conotoxin classification, Sam Robinson, [Biology 
department, University of Utah], and Helena Safavi [Biology department, University of 
Utah], with the judging criteria of charge distribution, potential cleavage site, etc.  Then 
all-by-all BLASTP was conducted among the new conotoxins, and the new conotoxins 




                                                        Results 
Build and cross validate the logistic regression model 
5243 known conotoxin sequences (from ConoServer databases plus all the manually 
curated conotoxins identified in this and previous studies) together with 5243 
nonconotoxin Conus transcripts were used to build the logistic regression model shown in 
(4.3). The probability distribution of conotoxin/nonconotoxin was plotted (Figure 4.2 A, 
B). In order to assess the performance of the model, the same dataset were partitioned 
into training and testing sets to validate the model. The main measures of performance 
were sensitivity and specificity under different probability cut offs. The sensitivity was 
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defined as the fraction of known conotoxins predicted as conotoxin over the number of 
known conotoxins in the test dataset. The specificity was defined as the fraction of 
known nonconotoxins predicted as nonconotoxin over the number of known 
nonconotoxins in test dataset.  
 
        Conotoxin/Nonconotoxin ~ 6.91signalP D Value + 26.31cystein% - 11.9transcripts 
length                                                                                                                              (4.3)  
 
In order to determine the probability cut point with highest sensitivity and specificity, 
the ROC curve was plotted using the true positive rate against the false positive rate for 
the different predicted probability cut points (Figure 4.3). The highest specificities and 
sensitivities were 97.5% and 97.8%, respectively, at a probability cut point 0.6. 
 
 
The discovery of new conotoxin superfamilies 
Potential new conotoxins were defined as those with a predicted probability greater 
than the probability cut off  (p= 0.6) defined by the ROC curve and manually checked 
and confirmed by conotoxin experts. 104 out of 134 putative conotoxins passed the judge 
criteria.  The 104 potential new conotoxin sequences belong to 47 new conotoxin 
superfamilies. 
The family and superfamily relationships of these newly discovered conotoxins 
(putativeXXX) are shown in Figure 4.4, which also contains a representative number of 
known members of every known superfamily (ROBINSON AND NORTON 2014). As can be 
seen, the new conotoxins comprise cohesive superfamilies distinct from any known 
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conotoxin superfamilies in the tree.  
 
 
                                             Discussion 
I have devised a novel approach for discovery of new conotoxins. Compared to 
previous studies, which only attempted to find novel variations of known conotoxins by 
BLASTX search and HMMER analysis, my approach is the first one capable of 
recovering entirely new conotoxins. To my knowledge, this is the first time a logistic 
regression model has been used as a search tool in a bioinformatics discovery pipeline. 
As of 2014, only 30-40 conotoxin gene superfamilies had ever been identified (ROBINSON 
AND NORTON 2014), despite over 2 decades of intense effort from investigators around 
the globe. My pipeline has discovered 47 new potential conotoxin superfamilies. Though 
further protein mass spectrometry and injection/functional analysis are needed to confirm 
the novel superfamily discovery, when the newly discovered conotoxin sequences were 
used to build BLASTX database and searched against previously published Conus 
transcriptome data, which are in different Conus species, we found additional homologs 
in previously published data (HU et al. 2011; HU et al. 2012). Except for some highly 
conserved house keeping genes/enzymes, conotoxins from the same superfamily are the 
most conserved sequences across different Conus species, which indicates that our newly 
discovered conotoxin superfamilies are very likely to be genuine peptides 
(BANDYOPADHYAY et al. 1998; CONTICELLO et al. 2003; BUCZEK et al. 2004).   
My approach took 2 hours 40 minutes on a single CPU core to run the discovery 
pipeline for 1,359,647 Conus transcripts from 22 Conus species, My results contribute 
significantly to pharmacological discovery efforts and will also help answer basic 
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Conus Species Illumina HiSeq 2000 
Number of reads Read length (nt) 
C.andremenezi 63,598,020 101 
C.bullatus 107,790,134 101 
C. geographus 158,004,874 101 
C. pracellens 76,907,910 101 
C. distans 85,877,500 101 
C. eburneus 101,170,402 101 
C. sulcatus 53,901,510 125 
C. marmoreus 50,652,396 101 
C. tessulatus 52,530,032 101 
C. rolani 67,969,964 125 
C. obscurus 101,151,254 125 
C. textile 63,365,620 125 
C. ateralbus 28,783,428 125 
C. omaria 23,843,856 125 
C. proximus 30,784,548 125 
C. ammiralis 30,038,902 125 
C. magus 31,056,732 125 




C. crocatus 19,556,244 125 
C. striolatus 24,569,932 125 





Figure 4.1 Reference database old vs. improved. Number of candidate conotoxin genes 
predicted in Conus textile transcriptome by BLASTX search increased when searching 
against an improved reference database. Old reference database: a combined ConoServer 
and UniProtKB database; Improved reference database: a combined ConoServer and 
UniProtKB database plus all the manually curated conotoxins identified in this and 































Figure 4.2. Probability distribution of conotoxin/nonconotoxin. (A) The probability 
distribution of known conotoxins predicted by the logistic regression model. (B) The 









Figure 4.3.  ROC curve  based on predicted probability of known conotoxins and 
nonconotoxins. ROC curve finds the cutoff probability at the lowest false positive rate 










Figure 4.4 Conotoxin superfamily relationships. The superfamily relationships between 
newly discovered conotoxin superfamilies (putativeXXX, red text) and previously known 
conotoxin superfamilies (black text) shaded in grey shown in Figtree v1.4.2 software 
package (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). The tree file was generated from the 
multi fasta file of newly discovered and 36 known conotoxins (randomly picked 10 
conotoxins/superfamily) using a kmer analysis tool – Gasoline, developed in our lab 
(Yandell et al., manuscript in preparation). Almost all known conotoxins from the same 
superfamily were clustered in one or two locations, and all the new conotoxins from the 
same superfamily were clustered in the same location. All the new conotoxin 





                                                        CHAPTER 5 
 
 




The work in the dissertation has advanced our discovery effort of the conotoxins. I 
developed a comprehensive pipeline of improved methods for NGS-based conotoxin 
discovery. Regarding improving the quality of conotoxin discovery, I developed a 
simulation pipeline to reduce chimeric conotoxins and a partial extension pipeline to 
extend truncated conotoxins; regarding improving quantity of conotoxin discovery, I 
developed a discovery pipeline to mine potential novel conotoxins from Conus transcripts 
that has no hits in the current reference database. I also automated the whole process in 
three steps to improve the efficiency of the pipeline by reducing I/O manipulation (Figure 
5.1).  
I also show that the partial extension pipeline can be repurposed to discover a 
conotoxin modification enzyme – conotoxin-specific protein disulfide isomerases, which 
were invisible using current standard transcriptome assembly methods in Chapter 3. 
Thus, I maximize the discovery potential of RNAseq-based conotoxin discovery. 
Actually, the application of the prototype of the pipeline already led to a series of novel 
discoveries and publications and many more are in preparation (ROBINSON et al. 2015; 






Since more and more conotoxins are discovered by my pipeline – we have processed 
RNAseq data from 22 Conus species, and much more sequence data are coming, there is 
a need to manage the conotoxin database we have for easy query and update. I am 
developing a new database management pipeline, which will build a SQL database for all 
the conotoxins we have, add future newly discovered conotoxins into the database if it is 
not redundant to conotoxins in the current database and allow the users to query the 
database easily either by superfamily or Conus species.  
Moreover, we have also begun to use the output from my pipeline to explore how 
conotoxin repertory correlates with life history traits (Figure 5.2). The result shows that 
worm hunters (Amz and Pra) and fish hunters (Geo) form two well-separated clades by 
toxin composition. These preliminary results confirm the hypothesis that Conus species 
with different life history traits generally have different conotoxin expression profiles. 
Now we are extending the analysis to all the Conus species we have sequenced. Through 
doing this work, we will have a pretty clear picture that different Conus species utilize 
different venom peptides (with some overlap in their conotoxin repertoire). By 
sequencing many, we are able to observe this pattern now and uniquely look at the 
conotoxins that could be most interesting, such as those that are highly expressed in all 
species or those that are only expressed in fish hunters, etc. Also, once we find a 
conotoxin with an interesting activity, we can immediately look at what members of this 
family of peptides look like in other Conus species.  
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In summary, the work in this dissertation has the potential to have a strong impact as 
regards to how transcriptome data are mined, answer basic ecological and evolutionary 
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Figure 5.1.Conotoxin discovery in 3 steps. Improved efficiency of conotoxin discovery 






























Figure 5.2 PCA analysis of conotoxin expression profiles. PCA analysis of relative 
expression of individual superfamilies. O1∂: ∂-like O1 superfamily; *: superfamilies that 
did not contribute to separation on PC1 and PC2 (conopressin, B, D, H, I1, I2, I3, I4, J, L, 
O2, O3, U, V). 
  
 
